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Introduction
War game simulations typically compute damage results by looking up probabilities of high-level damage conditions in a table of precomputed results. The U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) Lethality/Vulnerability Server (the lethality server) provides a simulation with results based on several variables such as the range from the threat source to the target, angle between the target facing and threat path, whether the target is defiladed, etc.
With the move to ModSAF and the Modeling Architecture for Technology Research EXperimentation (MATREX) suite, the server required the ability to read the new database format for vulnerability probabilities. Support was provided via a component to read these database files, find the stored probabilities, and compute the probability packing suitable for selecting an end condition given a random number. The component implements a fast parameter-driven reentrant interface as well as a compatibility interface based on the server global values, such as range, defilation, dispersion, and angle. The purpose of this report is to describe the component written in support of the ARL lethality server for MATREX.
Formats
The lethality server uses database tables stored in files for the actual threat and weapon pairing.
The new ModSAF/MATREX data set uses a new format to store these tables. The server required a new module to load the updated table format, but required the old format to still be accessible for tables that have not been updated. Minor optimizations were also performed on the system, such as rewriting the probability-packing algorithm to use less computationally expensive mathematical operations.
Individual Unit of Action (IUA) Tables
Old IUA files are simple flat file databases. The first line contains information such as how many ranges, dates, etc. The actual database begins after the header and each line is a unique tuple containing range, cover, dispersion, kill type, and the eight angle-bound probabilities, as depicted in figure 1 (from server source "sample.iua"). The first four digits compose the key for the table. The range requires the program to read further into the file than the actual entry to verify that another fitting range does not exist further down. The other three elements (cover, dispersion, and kill type) are simple matches. 
ModSAF Vulnerability Data Trees
The new format for storing IUA tables is the ModSAF "reader" (RDR) file format. The numbers are stored in a tree composed of lists instead of being a flat database of rows and columns. Much of the data is extracted from the lists structure. Lists are delimited with Lisp style parenthesis. Comments begin with a semicolon and are terminated at the end of the line. Figure 2 is a snippet from an RDR format file. The Backus Naur Form (BNF) grammar for this file format is listed in figure 3 , and the lexicon in figure 4 (from MATREX v0.5 drop 2). These figures were composed from the "YACC" * and "Lex" † files, respectively. The RDR parser walks the list of lists and generates a nearly duplicate arrangement in the computer's memory. This allows smaller segments of memory to be allocated by the software so "out of memory" errors are less likely than with large, Simple integration into the existing server code base was necessary. A "glue" component was written to translate server-style function calls to RDR module recursive reentrant function calls. The RDR reader has a unified interface that allows the data itself to help dictate interpretation.
This allowed the "first call" function set in the glue component to be very thin, simple wrappers. One function was inserted into the lookup path to collect the global variables and adjust them to the formats and units used in the RDR files.
Application Program Interface
A new table reader component was added to access the new RDR format. The source to this new component resides in the "$VLS_HOME † /src/TblRdrs/rdr/" directory of ARL's lethality server project. Source to the new RDR component can be provided alone by request. The languages/tools used to generate this new component are C, Lex, and YACC. With a new unified interface, two sets of functions were created: native interface functions and compatibility interface functions. The interface between the new RDR component and the server is shown in figure 5 . void *rdr_load (FILE *in); float *rdr_ground (void *table, int showing, float angle, float range, float dispersion); void rdr_clear (void *tbl);
These functions are defined in section 3.1. † "$VLS_HOME is a shell environment variable containing the "Lserver" directory.
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Native Functions
The new RDR reader features a unified interface. All weapon and ground vehicle types are called in the same manner. Types were matched closely to the original IUA reader types to make integration with the server simple.
void *rdr_load (FILE *in);
When the server decides to load an RDR format IUA data table into memory, the rdr_load function is called to perform that task. The parameter is the file descriptor bound to the RDR file (via fopen). The return value is a void pointer which will be passed to the reader functions. This function is reentrant by means of a semaphore which locks the critical area. If two rdr_load calls are executed simultaneously, they will be queued in sequence based on the operating systems semaphore management system.
float *rdr_ground (void *table, int showing, float angle, float range, float dispersion);
The actual lookup is performed with the rdr_ground function. The five parameters work to provide a closed deterministic result. The first parameter is the void pointer as returned by rdr_load. The showing parameter should be set to either 0 for partially defiladed or 1 for fully exposed. Currently, showing is assumed to be fully exposed in the compatibility layer. The range is the distance of the shot measured in meters. The dispersion is the distance of the hit measured in feet. The discrepancy in units is due to the definition of the RDR IUA format. The return value is an array of five 32-bit floats. The semantic of each is as follows: Mobility Kill (MKill), Firepower Kill (FKill), Mobility and Firepower Kill (MFKill), Catastrophic Kill (KKill), and no effect.
void rdr_clear (void *tbl);
This function is not implemented. This function was intended to destroy the RDR tree generated by the rdr_load() function. The decision to forego implementation was made due to deadline constraints and the existing code not leveraging collection.
Compatibility Functions
Several compatibility functions are required to interface the new RDR reader and lookup component without excessive modification to the existing server software. The server side expects variables to be passed in to the lookup component via global variables (float VLP_impact[3] , double VLP_range, and float VLP_ang_aspect), and a different function available for the table format pertaining to each of the weapons types: kinetic energy (KE), high explosive (HE), high explosive anti tank (HEAT), and smart target activated fire and forget (STAFF). To convert the globals to the parameter schema of the new reader and adjust the data to the right units is a single function which is capable of handling any of the four input types. The weapon-class functions call the new rdr_ground function with the variables extracted from the global environment. The purpose of these functions is to provide a "drop-in" compatibility with the server.
void * tblfmt_iua_multi_result (void *table);
The tblfmt_iua_multi_result function is the data translation and pass-through component to the compatibility layers query functionality. The global variables (range, defilation, angle, and dispersion) are extracted and converted into the format that rdr_ground is expecting, then rdr_ground is called, and the results are passed out. This function is not a compatibility function per se, but is a utility function to simplify the actual compatibility functions. The four compatibility functions previously shown call tblfmt_iua_multi_result. The input parameter is not modified. The output parameter is casted from float* to void*.
Performance
One concern raised about the new component was how quickly it performed queries on the data set. The original IUA query accessed the data by holding the table in arrays and using the query key components as indices to look directly at the data. The new RDR query traverses a tree. While the new method allows the program to operate on systems with less contiguous memory available, an overhead is incurred by the traversal.
A simple benchmark comparison between the old style table reader and the new RDR file reader was conducted to verify that the performance of the RDR component would not be much slower than the original table query. The test application loaded a table, set up the global variables, and then called the tblfmt_iua_ke_result function ten million times. Central processing unit (CPU) time was queried before and after the loop using the Unix clock function. The difference was converted to seconds, and the actual CPU time as well as the number of queries per second was displayed.
The new RDR component was tested using the compatibility layer to consider the overhead of addressing the global variables and passing them to the actual function. The total run time on a 2.0-GHz Intel Pentium 4 computer was 9.29 s. The yield was 1076426.269221 queries per second.
The IUA table version was tested in the same fashion on the same hardware. Completion of the benchmark set took 10.42 s. The resulting yield was 959692.891246 queries per second.
The numbers in the two paragraphs previously mentioned and figure 6 are of the first benchmark run for the two approaches. Both benchmarks were executed several times to verify the numbers were not erroneous. The programs were compiled with no optimization flags set to compare 
Conclusion
The new RDR file parser and lookup component provides a high performance and simple way to extract vulnerability probabilities from MATREX RDR files. While the software was written to support the ARL server software package, the interface to the core RDR parser was made in a generic fashion. Source code is available in the ARL server package or by request.
* "-O3-march=pentium4 -mcpu=pentium4" on GCC 3. 
